Transform your Data Center
Learn how to easily allocate Storage, Networking
and Compute with a Software Defined Datacenter built with
Windows Server and System Center 2016

Datacenter operations seem to earn more scrutiny than budget
these days. New applications stretch the operational fabric and
create infrastructure backlogs that can slow down business.

Why our solution is
different

Organisations that have already gained all available cost savings
from server virtualisation should now be virtualising networking
and storage. By doing so, they can reduce costs using less
expensive hardware as Hyper Converged Infrastructure (HCI),
eliminate complexity, and gain the ability to manage by policy,
automation, and orchestration, versus manual and static
configurations.

 We will work with you to ensure
you make the right choice of
hardware
 Our methodology is production
proven, and performed by some
of the best engineering people
in the Datacenter space
 We have automation scripts
pre-developed off the shelf and
ready to go, that will deliver day
one value for you
 System Center + Windows
Server 2016 give un-matched
synergies in the datacenter

Accelerate Time to Value

Optimise Performance Settings

Choose your hardware

Get up and running quickly on a
solution that's already been built and
tested by Vigilant.IT and running
today in customers datacenters.

Take the guesswork out of solution
tuning. Vigilant.IT solutions are
optimised to run best on any vendors
hardware

With seven HCI vendors and
growing, select who’s best for you
and Vigilant.IT will ensure your bill of
materials is technically correct

“We knew our current Infrastructure needed to be renewed and was holding
us back. Vigilant.IT provided a solution that gave us the flexibility we needed
for our datacenter and worked with our hardware vendor to ensure a smooth
Implementation, whilst transferring valuable knowledge to us in the process”
-Kieron Mulcahy IT Manager Our Vacation Center
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